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Abstract. Data summarization, question answering, text categorization are some of the tasks 

knowledge bases are used for. A knowledge base (KB) is a computerized compilation of information about 

the world. They can be useful for complex tasks and problems in NLP and they comprise both entities and 

relations. We performed an analytical comparison of two knowledge bases which capture a wide variety of 

common-sense information - ConceptNet and Cyc. 

Manually curated knowledge base Cyc has invested more than 1,000 man-years over the last two 

decades building a knowledge base that is meant to capture a wide range of common-sense skills. On the 

other hand, ConceptNet is a free multilingual knowledge base and crowdsourced knowledge initiative that 

uses a large number of links to connect commonplace items. When looking for common sense logic and 

answers to questions, ConceptNet is a great place to start. 

In this research, two well-known knowledge bases were reviewed - ConceptNet and Cyc - their origin, 

differences, applications, benefits and disadvantages were covered. The authors hope this paper would be 

useful for researchers looking for more appropriate knowledge bases for word embedding, word sense 

disambiguation and natural-language communication. 
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Intoduction 

A lot of research papers [1, 2, 3, 4] are devoted to the construction of Text to Knowledge 

computing systems. All such projects are united by directions of Deep Learning and technologies 

- Knowledge Base (KB) and Natural Language Processing (NLP). KB is a repository of 

information, where it is stored not separately, but in the context of other data units. By extracting 

data from natural language, we mean a machine that matches nouns with their entities and 

sentences with their statements. Such a transformation is possible not for any subject area but only 

where texts are subject to logical discourse and operate on facts (for example, jurisprudence, 

pharmaceuticals and other hard sciences). 

Communication in natural languages is only possible if there is a considerable amount of 

general knowledge about the world that is shared between the various participants. By creating a 

knowledge base of general knowledge about the world, as well as specific knowledge in a 

particular field, they can be useful for a range of complex tasks and problems in NLP. 

A knowledge base (KB) is a computerized compilation of information about the world that 

usually comprises both objects and information, facts about them. Data summarisation [5], named 

object disambiguation [6], question answering [7, 8], text categorization [9, 10, 11], coreference 

resolution [12, 13], plagiarism detection [14] are some of the tasks that KBs are used for. 

In addition to text processing, structured vocabulary experience with wide coverage is useful 

for land applications such as geographic information systems and situated robots [15]. The 

majority of early methods to create KBs were manual. With the advancement of the Web, there 

are an increasing number of approaches to automatically generate KBs by collecting data from 

Web corpora. YAGO, DBpedia, Wikidata, NELL, and Google's Information Vault are some of the 

most well-known approaches. Some of these methods concentrate on Wikipedia, a free online 
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encyclopedia. 

Knowledge needed to understand any subject of interest is a key skill for interpreting and 

deciphering the ever-changing world in the information society. Since much knowledge is 

conveyed by linguistic communication, whether oral or written, understanding how words are used 

to convey meaning is critical. Lexical information can be found in a variety of formats, including 

unstructured terminologies, glossaries, machine-readable dictionaries (e.g. LDOCE [16]), and full 

computational vocabularies and ontologies (e.g. WordNet [17] and Cyc [18]). Manually 

developing certain services, on the other hand, is a daunting job. It takes decades to complete and 

must be done all over again with any new language. Non-English language resources frequently 

have much less coverage. As a result, analysis in resource-rich languages like English is clearly 

favored. 

Well-known knowledge bases have been developed as a result of the creation of information 

retrieval approaches focused on the availability of a semantic framework for free text on the 

internet, such as Google Knowledge Graph [19], NELL [20], YAGO [21], and DBpedia [22]. 

These databases were created by major companies, such as Wikipedia websites [23], or on a large 

scale on the internet. Manually curated knowledge bases have also been created, such as the Cyc 

project [24], which has a small concept space of just 120,000 concepts. The Cyc knowledge base 

[25], according to Cycorp Inc., is the broadest, deepest, and most comprehensive repository ever 

built. The Cyc project has spent the last two decades – roughly 1,000 man-years – developing a 

knowledge base that is intended to capture a broad spectrum of common sense expertise. NELL 

[21], KnowItAll [26], and ReVerb [27] are examples of automatic approaches. They include many 

concepts found in scientific texts, but they fall far short of covering many concepts found in 

scientific articles. 

In addition, ConceptNet is a free multilingual KB that uses a rich collection of links to bind 

everyday entities [28]. ConceptNet is a perfect place to start while searching for common sense 

reasoning and responses to questions. Finally, BabelNet, which incorporates definitions and 

relationships from WordNet, the world's biggest semantic lexicon, and Wikipedia, the most 

frequently cited collaborative encyclopedia. 

Today, there are three important challenges in technologies of KB exposed in Cyc and 

ConceptNet, namely: 

• Knowledge is logically contradictory and does not form a theory. 

• The prediction for knowledge is poorly defined - the probabilistic assessment of the 

applicability of knowledge drops dramatically in the process of logical inference. 

• Predictions derived from knowledge are statistically ambiguous. 

The solution to these problems is discussed, for example, in the work of L. De Raedt and K. 

Kersting "Probabilistic logic learning". Their solution is closely related to the issue of 

probabilistic-logical learning, which is the integration of relational or logical representations, 

probabilistic inference and learning. The author [29] has shown that the solution of the above three 

problems is possible within the framework of a theory linking two approaches - probabilistic and 

logical. 

 

Comparative analysis 

ConceptNet 

 ConceptNet [30], a large-scale and publicly available knowledge base comprising millions 

of common sense statements presented in natural language [31]. ConceptNet was developed as 

part of the MIT Media Lab's Open Mind Common Sense initiative [32], a crowdsourced 

knowledge project that began in 1999. ConceptNet's graphical system of linked words/nodes for 

representing information is particularly useful for textual reasoning over natural language 

documents. The ConceptNet graph structure, which describes information in patterns of linked 

word/phrase nodes, is especially useful for textual reasoning over natural language documents. 

Figure 1 shows an overview of how such information is structured in ConceptNet. 

Many practical word processing tasks for real documents are supported by ConceptNet 

without the need for additional statistical learning, such as thematic list (for example, a news article  
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containing terms like "guns,"  "demand money," and "get away" may suggest the themes of 

"robbery" and "crime"), affect-sensitivity (for example, this letter is sad and angry), and analogy 

(e.g. "scissors", "razor", "nail clipper" and "sword" are perhaps similar to "knife" because they are 

all "sharp" and can be used to "cut something"),a short description, causal projection, cold 

grouping of records. 

ConceptNet is an information graph that links natural language words and phrases to 

statements through marked edges. Its information is gathered and revised on a regular basis from 

a number of outlets, including expert tools, crowdsourcing, and purpose-built games. It is meant 

to present general language comprehension information in order to enhance natural language 

applications by helping them to better appreciate the meanings of the words people use. 

ConceptNet provides vocabulary and world information from a variety of sources in a variety 

of languages, as well as acting as a link between knowledge tools. ConceptNet, for example, 

provides links to URLs defining astronomy in WordNet, Wiktionary, OpenCyc, and DBPedia in 

addition to its own knowledge of the English language. Embedded word construction is not the 

only use of ConceptNet, but it is a form of doing so that has strong advantages and is consistent 

with current distributive semantics study. 

For decades, Cyc [19] has been constructing a predicate logic-based common sense 

information ontology. DBPedia [33] collects material from Wikipedia infoboxes, resulting in a 

vast number of statistics, mostly for named individuals of Wikipedia articles. Since its content is 

not publicly accessible, Google Knowledge Database [34] is probably the largest and most general 

knowledge network.  

 

  
 

Figure 1 - Fragment of the ConceptNet Knowledge Graph 

  

In contrast to these other tools, ConceptNet's function is to include a broad, free information 

graph that focuses on the common sense definitions of words as they are used in natural language. 

Because of the emphasis on words, it is particularly well suited to the concept of representing word 

meanings as vectors, which is a ConceptNet strength. Word combinations are represented as dense 

unit vectors of real numbers, with closely related vectors having semantic relationships. This 

representation is appealing because it portrays context as a continuous space in which relatedness 

and resemblance can be evaluated. 

ConceptNet employs a closed class of relationships, such as IsA, UsedFor, and CapableOf, 

that are structured to represent relationships independent of the language or source of the words 

they connect. ConceptNet seeks to match its information services with the 36 partnerships that 

make up its core package. The intent of these generalised relations is close to that of WordNet 

relations like hyponym and meronym [35]. Although the edges in ConceptNet are directional, 

certain connections, such as SimilarTo, are designated as symmetric in ConceptNet 5.5, and the  
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directionality of these edges is irrelevant. Since word embedding will learn from what ConceptNet 

understands, this knowledge base continues to play an important role in a field that has come to 

focus on word embedding. As shown by recent findings, ConceptNet may improve the robustness 

and correlation of word embedding with human judgment. 

ConceptNet differs from other common information bases in a number of ways. ConceptNet, 

in contrast to WordNet [36], which focuses on maintaining lexicographic knowledge and the 

interaction between words and their context, retains a semantic network system that is intended to 

collect sensible sense sentences. ConceptNet, in fact, has more relationship forms than WordNet. 

Cyc [19], a knowledge base that focuses on standardizing common sense for effective logical 

reasoning, is another comparable knowledge base. ConceptNet, on the other hand, is optimized for 

inferring from natural language texts and, unlike Cyc, is not a proprietary system. 

ConceptNet captures a wide variety of common sense information (as does Cyc), but it does 

so in a more user-friendly way than higher-order logical notation. ConceptNet has quickly become 

a useful dataset and resource for different forms of machine learning and NLP over the last decade, 

owing to these advantages [37, 38, 39]. 

NLP learning algorithms, especially those focused on embedding terms will benefit greatly 

from ConceptNet familiarity of graphical construction. ConceptNet can be used to create more 

effective semantic spaces than distributive semantics. 

Various use cases with ConceptNet are given in numerous articles. For example, the paper 

“Semantic generation mechanism of news images based on Concept-Net” [40] suggests a news 

image description mechanism based on the ConceptNet knowledge graph. The model authors 

provide consists of two parts - extracting the image content and rendering with NLP to generate a 

description of the news image. Another one paper [41] describes enhanced story representation by 

ConceptNet to predict story endings. The authors propose to improve the representation of stories 

by simplifying the sentences to key concepts and then modeling the latent relationship between 

the key ideas within the story. Such enhanced sentence representation, when used with pre-trained 

language models, makes significant gains in prediction accuracy without using the biased 

validation data.  

Besides, there are several papers about utilizing ConceptNet for sentiment analysis. For 

example, the paper “KGPChamps at SemEval-2019 Task 3: A deep learning approach to detect 

emotions in the dialog utterances” [42] describes an approach to solve a task where, given a textual 

dialogue, the emotion have to be classified according the utterance as one of the following emotion 

classes: Happy, Sad, Angry or Others. To solve this problem, authors experiment with ConceptNet 

and word embeddings generated from bi-directional long short-term memory (LSTM) taking input 

characters. As another example, Ramanathan, Vallikannu, and T. Meyyappan use sentiment 

analysis to get people feedback about Oman tourism by social media messages in their paper [43]. 

The authors created their own Oman tourism ontology based on ConceptNet. Entities are identified 

from the tweets using POS tagger and compared with concepts in the domain specific ontology. 

After that, the sentiment of the extracted entities are determined by the combined sentiment lexicon 

approach. Finally, semantic orientations of domain specific features are combined relating to the 

domain. 

In addition, there are some use cases regarding ConceptNet in the educational area. One of 

them is described in the paper by Su, Ming-Hsiang, Chung-Hsien Wu, and Yi Chang [44] where 

authors propose an approach to generate follow-up questions based on a populated domain 

ontology in a conversational interview coaching system. The purpose was to produce the follow-

up questions, which are related to the meaning based on the background knowledge in a populated 

domain ontology. Initially, a convolutional neural network was applied for selecting a key sentence 

from the user answer. Then the authors used the neural tensor network to model the relationship 

between the subjects and objects in the resource description framework triple in each predicate 

from the ConceptNet for domain ontology population. Another work [45] reports on a 

crowdsourcing experiment conducted with the help of the V-TREL vocabulary trainer (Telegram 

chatbot) to gather knowledge on word relations to expand ConceptNet. V-TREL offers vocabulary  
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training exercises generated from ConceptNet and collects, assesses the learners’ answers to 

extend ConceptNet with new words.  

Moreover, ConceptNet was used in game development. For instance, one of the works 

introduces the Pokerator, a generator of creative Pokemon names and descriptions, based on user 

input [46]. The names are generated by mixing words based on syllables or characters according 

to a bigram language model. A concomitant description is generated by filling a template with 

ConceptNet answers. Another example is the paper by Lo, Chun Hei, and Luyang Lin, where the 

purpose is to refine 20Q, a computerized game of twenty yes-or-no questions that asks the player 

to think of something and the system tries to guess what they are thinking [47]. Authors provide 

possible research directions, mainly under the formulation of the problem as reinforcement 

learning. They also investigate methods and potential challenges of incorporating the use of KB 

for the game. 

One more interesting use case is an android application named Talking Diary with a new 

approach for note classification and scheduling to enable mobile users to automatically organize 

their daily routine tasks with a single audio note [48]. The application contains three modules: auto 

audio note classification, auto audio note scheduling, and working hour’s calculator. The proposed 

model of classifier computes similarity score by extracting N-gram weights from ConceptNet to 

execute classification.  

Another research related to robotics proposes a new approach to connect household robot 

sensor data to Linked Data in order to give robotic agents semantic product information about 

objects that can be found in their environment, so that the action to be performed with a given 

object can be inferred [49]. For this, authors use the robot’s belief state when recognizing a product 

and link it to a product ontology that follows Semantic Web standards. Then they use the product 

class information to fetch further information from ConceptNet that contains action information 

(e.g. laundry detergent is used for laundering). At last, the action results are mapped to internally 

known actions of the robotic agent, so that it knows which action can be done with the perceived 

object.  

 

Cyc 

 The Cyc Knowledge Base (KB) [19] is the most comprehensive and deepest source of 

common sense knowledge ever created, with orders of magnitude more content than anyone else. 

Cyc uses real-world axioms to think about the world and explain the data, but KB is not a database. 

About 10,000 predicates, millions of sets and definitions, and over 25 million claims are used in 

Cyc's knowledge base. Cyc will easily prove trillions of bits of used information about the real 

world when combined with inference engines. 

Douglas Lenat began the project at MCC (Microelectronics and Computer Technology 

Corporation) in July 1984, and the Cyc ontology quickly expanded to about 100,000 terms during 

the project's first decade, from 1984 to 1994, and included around 1,500,000 words as of 2017. 

This ontology included 416,000 collections (types, forms, natural species), slightly more than a 

million individuals comprising 42,500 predicates (relations, characteristics, areas, resources, 

functions), and roughly a million widely recognised organizations. 

A significant number of additional concepts are indirectly used in the Cyc ontology. Cyc's 

KB of general rules and common sense concepts, which contains these ontological concepts, 

expanded from 1 million in 1994 to 24.5 million in 2017, which took over 1000 man-years to 

construct. It's necessary to note that Cyc's ontology engineers tend to hold these statistics as 

minimal as practicable rather than inflate them, as long as the information base's deductive closure 

is not impaired. 

At different levels of generality, the information in the Cyc KB can be subdivided into loosely 

clustered, interrelated "blocks" of knowledge as shown in Figure 2. Cyc's interpretation of 

metaphysics is the broadest block of knowledge, grading down to very basic knowledge of loosely 

defined domains.Cyc is a long-term artificial intelligence (AI) project that seeks to build a 

systematic ontology and KB that encompasses fundamental principles and laws on how the world  
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functions. Cyc focuses on tacit information that other AI systems can take for granted in the hopes 

of capturing common sense knowledge. This is in contrast to evidence that can be discovered on 

the internet, whether by a search engine or Wikipedia. When faced with new circumstances, Cyc 

encourages semantic reasoners to execute human reasoning and be less fragile. 

         The architecture of Cyc's inference engine distinguishes two problems: epistemological 

and heuristic, that is, what should be in the Cyc KB and how could Cyc efficiently extract 

arguments hundreds of steps deep in a sea of tens of millions of axioms. The CycL language and 

well-understood logical inferences could suffice for the former. Cyc used an agent group 

architecture in the second, in which specialized reasoning modules, each with their own data 

structure and algorithm, would "raise their hand" if they could work successfully on either of the 

open sub-problems. There were 20 heuristic level modules (HL) in 1994 [50]. Then there were 

over 1,050 HL modules in 2017. 

The Cyc project's main aim has been to build a large knowledge base containing a stock of 

formalized context knowledge useful for a range of logic and problem solving activities in various 

domains since the beginning. Although systems possessing only specialized information of 

particular domains have produced remarkable outcomes, Cyc's thesis is that these systems are 

unstable [51] and impossible to apply to modern or unknown problems or problem domains [52]. 

This is particularly true in areas concerning natural-language communication or responses to 

questions [53], where the problem domain's breadth is often difficult or impossible to completely 

describe in advance. 

 
  

Figure 2 - Cyc knowledge base topic map 

  

This knowledge base is intended to help potential knowledge representation and thinking 

activities that are unexpected (and also unanticipated). At the time, ontologies or slices of ontology 

from the Cyc KB were used in a variety of applications, including CycSecure [54], the very early 

Thesaurus Manager, and the Cyc "Digital Aristotle" program [51].  

Applications of the Cyc scheme include:  

1.     Terrorist identification based on information 

The Terrorism Identification Knowledge Base [55] is a Cyc program or framework currently 

in progress with the goal of preserving all information about "terrorist" organizations, their 

participants, and those who operate their groups, as well as ideology, founders, guarantors, 

alliances, programs, locations, capitals, competencies, priorities, events, tactics, and full metaphors  
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for specific terrorist acts. The data is saved as mathematical reasoning files that lead to machine 

sympathies and cognitive functions. 

2.     Encyclopedia  

An encyclopedia is being created that overlays Cyc keywords on the Wikipedia sheets that 

are occupied from the sides.  

3.     Clinical studies: methanalysis 

 By extending Cyc’s ontology and KB about 2%, Cycorp and Cleveland Clinic Foundation 

(CCF) have built a system to answer clinical researchers’ ad hoc queries [56]. The system employs 

a series of CycL (higher-order logic) pieces of open variables, which are then constrained by 

medical domain awareness, human-like common sense, grammar, and other factors. There is a 

way to merge these fragments into a single formal question that is semantically expressive. 

4. Healthcare decision support system 

The study [57] proposes a knowledge-based system using ontological engineering (by 

adopting the Cyc method) to assist the creation of a robust foundation for establishing a decision-

making support system for the proper diagnosis and management of diseases (e.g. Typhoid Fever, 

Malaria, Diarrhoea Diseases, Pneumonia, Anaemia) in Sunyani Municipality. 

5. Healthcare: effective personalized cancer treatments 

The Big C (‘C’ for Cyc) is a system designed to (semi-)automatically obtain, integrate, and 

use complex mechanism models related to cancer biology by means of automated reading and a 

hyper-detailed refinement process resting on Cyc’s logical representations and powerful inference 

mechanisms [58]. Authors’ goal is to assist cancer research and treatment with the scale and 

attention to detail that only computer implementations can provide. 

6. Network Security 

CycSecureTM is a network risk assessment and network monitoring application that relies on 

knowledge-based artificial intelligence technologies to improve on traditional network 

vulnerability assessment [54]. CycSecure integrates public reports of software faults from online 

databases, data collected automatically from computers on a network and hand-ontologized 

information about computers and computer networks. This information is stored in Cyc KB and 

processed by the Cyc inference engine and planner to deliver detailed analyses of the security and 

vulnerability of networks. 

7.  Assist in semantic summarization  

An abstract description of record data is generated which focuses on the Cyc platform for 

development. The system's knowledge base and inference engine help it to abstract new ideas that 

aren't mentioned directly in the document. It makes use of the text's semantic characteristics and 

syntactic structure. Furthermore, the knowledge base offers subject-matter insight and helps the 

system to manipulate relationships between ideas in records, which is highly advantageous. 

8. Smart AI education 

The study [59] offers sixth-grade mathematics learning-by-teaching (LBT) system BELLA 

built by slightly extending the ontology and KB of Cyc. The “teachable agent” Elle begins with 

an understanding of the domain content close to the human student’s. There is a super-agent (Cyc) 

which knows the domain content well. BELLA builds up a mental model of the human student by 

observing them interact with Elle to decide what Elle’s current mental model should be to help the 

user to overcome their current confusions. 

Cyc's advantages is that it uses common sense intelligence to dismiss conclusions such as a 

man becoming pregnant or a 20-year-old having served for 22 years if the inputs suggest so.  

To overcome syntactic ambiguities, one must first comprehend the essence of sentences. This 

enables machines to interpret and comprehend documents written in natural human languages 

without being caught up in elliptical expressions, overt inconsistencies, or vague sentences. 

The Cyc project has been criticized by many AI researchers for lacking a theoretical 

foundation. However, Lenat contends that while the inference engine can perform deductive 

reasoning based on database information, it cannot perform induction, that is, it cannot take new 

data and produce new ideas or relationships. Furthermore, it is 'crystalline' in the sense that  
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assertions are not probabilistically tested. Lenat replied to some of the objections by emphasizing 

that Cyc is not attempting to create a full artificial general intelligence (AGI) and that it can be 

quickly integrated into other AI initiatives. 

  

Conclusion 

 Freebase, WordNet, DBpedia, and Yago are examples of KBs that have been successfully 

developed and applied to a variety of NLP problems. Machine learning and representational 

algorithms based on these KBs have advanced year after year in such diverse fields as information 

graph 'embedding,' question answering, and remote surveillance. ConceptNet and Cyc are the only 

two cases of common sense logic that we are aware of. 

ConceptNet has been described as a semantic network and Cyc has been described as a 

resource that enables a better comprehension of sentence semantics in a variety of ways. Cyc works 

on creating a universal schema higher-order logic for expressing sensible semantic statements and 

can also be used to help reasoning structures [60, 61] that can make more complex logical 

inferences. New statements are applied to the KB on a regular basis using a mixture of automatic 

and manual methods.  

For decades, Cyc has been constructing a predicate logic-based common sense information 

ontology. In contrast, ConceptNet's function is to include a broad, free information graph that 

focuses on the common sense definitions of words as they are used in natural language. Because 

of the emphasis on words, it is particularly well suited to the concept of representing word 

meanings as vectors, which is a ConceptNet strength.  

Cyc, a knowledge base that focuses on standardizing common sense for effective logical 

reasoning, is another comparable knowledge base. ConceptNet, on the other hand, is optimized for 

inferring from natural language texts and, unlike Cyc, is not a proprietary system. 

ConceptNet captures a wide variety of common sense information as does Cyc, but it does so 

in a more user-friendly way than higher-order logical notation. Cyc is created by experts, while 

ConceptNet is a crowdsourced knowledge project. 

NLP learning algorithms, especially those focused on embedding terms, such as word 

representations in vector space [62], will benefit greatly from ConceptNet familiarity of graphical 

construction. ConceptNet can be used to create more effective semantic spaces than distributive 

semantics. On the other hand, Cyc's advantage is that it uses common sense intelligence to dismiss 

conclusions with no logic.  

Regarding known use cases of ConсeptNet and Cyc we can conclude  that ConceptNet is 

better represented in the scientific community as there are more relevant articles describing use 

cases, than we found for Cyc. Besides, ConceptNet is more oriented towards the mass market 

because there are many use cases in online media, sentiment analysis, game development, and 

education. Use cases of Cyc are more narrow-profile, such as healthcare, clinical studies, and 

network security. 
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